Phil Preston Speaker Outline

Purpose Expert
★ Building strong & purpose driven teams
★ How purpose grows your bottom line
★ Why philanthropy is for dinosaurs
★ Getting more out of work and life
★ Actionable learning
www.philpreston.com.au

How do you harness the power of ‘purpose’
to boost performance and results?
How do you make purpose a reality?
The pandemic has reminded us how closely
our fortunes are linked and how important
purpose is to individuals and organisations.
Ignoring it comes at a cost because studies
show that it’s central to high performance.
Phil helps you harness the power of purpose
to grow your bottom line, bring greater
meaning to your work and play a major role in
overcoming our greatest challenges.

Phil left a comfortable corporate career where
he oversaw $50 billion of investments to help
individuals, leaders and organisations bring
purpose to life - bridging the gap between
intent and action.
He’s the author of Connecting Profit with
Purpose, the Corporate Purpose Blueprint and
many case studies.
Most of all, he provides practical steps to
guide you and your people on their journey!

Phil’s clients include

“Phil gets the power of
purpose” - Chief Commercial
Officer, EQ Resources

“Engaging style, thought leadership and
practical case studies”
- Director, Australian Food & Grocery
Council

“Great feedback from your
session” - EMT Forum Chair,
Challenger Group

Phil Preston

Online, in-person and hybrid presentations
15-60 minutes

Building Strong &
Purpose Driven Teams

How Purpose Grows
Your Bottom Line

Why Philanthropy is for
Dinosaurs

Getting More out of
Work & Life

Your people may not be on the
same page when it comes to the
purpose of your business.

We’re struggling to make
headway on our greatest
challenges, which begs these
questions:

The pandemic has caused many
people to reflect on “what am I
doing with my life?”

So, what is it and how do you
unleash the power it brings?

The pandemic has reminded us
how closely our fortunes are
linked and how purpose drives
wellbeing, performance and
competitive gains.

In this inspiring and timely
keynote, attendees learn:

• What is purpose all about?
• What does best practice look

• What else has been tried?

• What purpose is and why you

like?

• Is philanthropy the answer?
• Is there another way?

Participants learn:

Phil weaves together a powerful
narrative and a provocative and
workable solution, with themes
of:

• 5 different ways it boosts

• How it creates an edge for

• Challenges are also

• The 5 steps for unleashing its

• Case studies of successful

• Smart ways of using resources

This is ideal for engaging and
aligning your people around the
value your organisation creates,
and Phil works with you to align
your messaging with the keynote
agenda.

• A 7-step checklist for growing

must take it seriously

• Case studies of companies

gaining a performance edge
performance; and
power.

• How does it link to

performance?

businesses

companies and strategies
your bottom line

This engages your people in
something bigger and creates a
sense of energy and excitement.

opportunities

In their search for greater
meaning, work and life tend to
get in the way!
• Is leaving work their only

option?

• How do they find the time?
• How do they overcome

feelings of disempowerment?

Phil provides insights into:
• Their personal purpose

drivers

• Recognising what works well

• Achieving work / life

This is guaranteed to provide
“aha” moments for many in the
audience.

• 3 ingredients for success

It works best as a 16-20 minute
TED-style talk followed by Q&A
or further discussion.

congruence

This helps those in your
workforce who may be feeling
‘trapped’ when it comes to
finding meaning in their lives.

Book Phil for your next conference or team day
Web: philpreston.com.au
Email: phil@philpreston.com.au
LkdIn Profile, LkdIn Page, Twitter
Phone: +61 408 259 633

